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All aboard the Gus Bus

JMU’s Reading Road Show makes trips to local neighborhoods, promotes child literacy
By Alyssa McBeth
contributing writer

Every week, a special bus
pulls into a neighborhood
at its scheduled time. Kids
of all ages and backgrounds
flock to the bus and climb
aboard, eager to learn.
The Reading Road Show,
a program that travels on the
wheels of a vehicle known as
the Gus Bus, was founded at
JMU through the Office on
Children and Youth in 2003.
Initially, The Reading
Road Show had only one
bus, but through further
expansion, it added another the following year. The
Gus Bus provides children

and their families with
education, opportunities,
community events and
food. The main goal of the
program is to assist participants in reading and
improving their literacy
skills.
Every week, two Gus
Buses travel to low-income
neighborhoods in the area
for their weekly visit.
Amanda Glover, one of
the program’s literary specialists, drives one of the
buses and goes to 11 neighborhoods each week, with
28 different stops total.
“I love working with the
kids and watching them
grow and get excited about

not just academic things,
but fun activities, “Glover
said.
The kids scan their
mobile library for a book of
choice and a volunteer will
read to them. Afterward,
everyone gathers around
for storytime, led by Glover
or another facilitiator. The
kids end their time on the
bus with a craft to help aid
creativity and growth.
After the action-packed
hour on the bus ends, each
child is sent home with a
food bag, provided by the
Blue Ridge Area Food Bank’s
BackPack program — 6,000
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see bus, page 4

Senior English major Wendell Austell reads to a child on the Gus Bus.

UHC
teams up
with RMH

UPB’s Frost Fest rocks
JMU on a cold night
life | 7

Nice try,
snapchat

Partnership offers
X-ray and orthopedic
services to students

App’s new features
miss the mark

By coryn Romano
contributing writer
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Stars and
stripes

JMU lacrosse players and
coach reflect on time
with Team USA

Waterworks
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Students fight it out in UREC’s fifth annual battleship tournament

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

Campus culture
around sports is
revealed by the
empty stands at
sporting events.
JMU is an
institution for
higher learning
that’s not just
about sports.
opinion | 6
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JMU ranked second in the
nation in participation in shortterm study abroad programs
and second in total number
of students who studied
abroad, with 1,071 per year. In
addition, JMU compared with
comparable institutions in
semester-long programs (7th)
and programs lasting a full
academic year or longer (12th).

TODAY WILL BE
Showers

58° / 34°
chance of rain: 70%
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While some students are still getting
used to the bells and whistles of the
Student Success Center, the University
Health Center, located inside the SSC,
is already expanding its services.
This semester, the UHC announced
the Sentara RMH Orthopedics & Sports
Medicine program — a new partnership with Rockingham Memorial
Hospital. The program currently operates on Mondays but the UHC predicts
that it will catch on fast and extend its
services.
“A fellowship-trained physician will
be going on site for sports medicine
caring for all activity-related injuries
[such as] sprains, strains, fractures and
concussions,” Adam Drumm, interim
director for RMH, said.
The program, led by Dr. Tom Weber
from RMH, has been in the works
since November 2013. The services are
designed to help students in need of
X-rays or orthopedic help. Since the
UHC often requires students to get
X-rays after appointments, students
must find other sources of medical care
outside the UHC, according to UHC
Medical Director Dr. Stephen Rodgers.
The partnership will allow students to
get X-rays and consultation services
without traveling off campus.
“[The] biggest benefit is that on site
see program, page 4

Charles Haley comes full circle
Former football standout enjoying his recent honor, inspires daughter at JMU
By Gina Jelliff
contributing writer

After being on the ballot for
11 years and a finalist for six,
Charles Haley finally received
the news he’s been waiting for
from David Baker, president of
the Pro Football Hall of Fame,
welcoming him at the end of
last month.
“It has been an exciting time
so far and a good addition to my
career as a football player,” Haley
said.
Haley said it took a lot of people to help him get to this point.
He’s a JMU alum (’87), and was
selected as part of the Pro Football Hall of Fame’s Class of 2015
at the end of January.
“This was something I felt he
[Haley] deserved to be in especially, when he’s the only athlete
who has five Super Bowl rings,”
Challace McMillin, JMU’s first
head football coach (1972-84),
said. “The important thing is
not only does he have the rings,
but he played a huge part in the
games.”
McMillin coached Haley

during his career at JMU from
1982 to 1985.
“I knew when they were about
to vote so when he called me I
just knew that he got it. I knew
2015 would be a good year,” Brianna Haley, a junior nursing
major and Haley’s daughter,
said.
Haley began his career after
being drafted in the fourth
round of the 1986 draft by the
San Francisco 49ers, going on
to play seven seasons there. He
then went on to play for the Dallas Cowboys for five seasons. He
finished his career returning to
the 49ers, playing one more season before he retired. He won
two Super Bowls with the 49ers
and three with the Cowboys.
He’s the only player ever to
win five Super Bowl titles.
While at JMU, Haley was a
standout athlete and named an
Associated Press All-American
twice.
“He was a leader and a great
example by what he did,” McMillin said. “He was a very dedicated
see haley, page 10
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 “The Alphabet
Song” opening
5 Closed
9 Postpone
14 Lemony in taste
15 “__ Lisa”
16 Overjoy
17 *Handy tool to
have when
you’re out of
loose-leaf paper
19 Red-suited
reindeer driver
20 China’s Zhou __
21 Forming a queue
23 Memory aid, such
as “HOMES” for
the Great Lakes
26 Amount paid
29 *Amulet
34 Sch. in the
smallest state
35 T-shirt sizes, for
short
36 Sound portion of
a movie
37 *Prime ballpark
accommodation
39 *Architectural
style featuring
geometric shapes
41 Amazed
42 Regret
43 “__ Misérables”
44 *Stand-up venue
48 French father
49 Kids’ show host
with a
“Neighborhood”
51 “Will you marry
me?” is one
55 Flusters
59 Deceived
60 Ostracize ... and
what the first
words of the
answers to
starred clues
comprise
63 Submit tax
returns online
64 Actor Lugosi
65 Sulk
66 Small and
unimportant
67 Cheese from the
Netherlands
68 Winter fall
DOWN
1 Arthur of tennis
2 Timely benefit
3 Select with care

2/9/15

By Joel Mackerry

4 Imagined while
sleeping
5 Church-founded
Dallas sch.
6 Luv
7 Clean with
Liquid-Plumr
8 Hummus paste
9 Dry up
10 Vivacity
11 Vampire tooth
12 Caesar’s
immortal “And
you?”
13 Gather in a field
18 Bowler’s target
22 Actor Cage, in
tabloids
24 Austen heroine
25 Milkshake additive
26 Like Rubik’s
creation
27 Maine college
town
28 Early riser’s hr.
30 1963 Paul
Newman film
31 Dancer Astaire
32 Potato cutter
33 Bullwinkle, for
one
35 Start-up cash
38 Nor. neighbor
39 Cut __: dance, in
old slang

Saturday’s Puzzle
Thursday’s
puzzleSolved
solved

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

40 Hick
45 1520 and 2015,
e.g.: Abbr.
46 Buster who
played Buck
Rogers and
Flash Gordon
47 Lazed
48 Biblical songs
50 Bobby’s
monogram, in
’60s politics
51 Argued in court

WORLD NEWS
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Correction
•
In the Feb. 5 edition of The Breeze, the news story “Vir-
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52 Lower-interest
mtge.
53 Norse war god
54 President when
Texas was
annexed
56 Utah national park
57 1960s-’70s
Boston Bruins
nickname
58 Hearty dish
61 Pie __ mode
62 Pic taker

Conflict in Ukraine
creates tension

US resumes drone
strikes in Yemen

Jordanians pay
homage to pilot

Mexican president’s
financial impropriety

McClatchy Washington Bureau

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Foreign Staff

McClatchy Foreign Staff

SANAA, Yemen — Amid deepening
political turmoil here, the United States
has resumed drone strikes against alQaida’s most feared franchise without
seeking approval from the Shiite Muslim
rebels who have tightened their control
of a government once considered a close
American ally.
The insurgents, known as Houthis, dissolved Yemen’s parliament Friday and
announced plans to set up interim bodies to run the government, a move that
opponents said amounted to a coup. The
capital was calm but tense as armed men
loyal to the movement quickly filled the
streets.
Yemen has been roiled by uncertainty
since the Houthis seized the presidential
palace and put U.S.-backed President
Abdu Rabu Mansour Hadi under house
arrest on Jan. 22, leading him and his cabinet to tender their resignations.
Over the last two years, Hadi had
strongly supported U.S. military and CIA
drone strikes and special operations raids
against al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula,
known as AQAP. The Yemen-based group
has repeatedly sought to bomb U.S. airliners and last month claimed responsibility
for the massacre of 12 people at the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo in Paris.

AY, Jordan — They arrived in the village of Ay on Friday in buses and long
automobile convoys — hundreds of
people from all over Jordan — to pay
homage to the country’s newest hero:
F-16 pilot Muath al-Kaseasbeh, whom
the Islamic State group burned alive
after his plane went down over Syria.
There were sheikhs and students,
military officers and businessmen, and
Prince Ali, brother of King Abdullah.
Well over 1,000 people, representing
the major tribes of the desert kingdom
and in many cases just themselves,
offered their condolences to Safi Kaseasbeh, the pilot’s grieving father, in his
hometown.
“I’m from Ramtha,” a middleaged man announced as he took the
microphone in the vast tent set up
to accommodate those paying their
respects. He was dressed in the traditional Bedouin brown robe and wore
a red and white checkered keffiyeh, or
head scarf.
“We are gathering here for your son,
but he isn’t only your son, he is Jordan’s
son,” he said, addressing Safi Kaseasbeh. “We are here to honor not Muath
al-Kaseasbeh, but Muath Jordan.”

MEXICO CITY — President Enrique
Pena Nieto’s efforts to turn the page on
apparent conflicts of interest bedeviling his government appear to have
backfired.
Political analysts and newspaper
editorials Thursday declared Pena Nieto’s campaign a failure and warned that
he faces a “bankruptcy of trust” with
the public.
Earlier in the week, Pena Nieto
named a new comptroller to probe the
purchase of luxury homes by himself,
his wife and his finance minister. The
swearing-in of the new comptroller —
replete with scenes of backslapping
— only raised suspicions of a potential whitewash.
In a meeting with foreign correspondents late Wednesday, comptroller
Virgilio Andrade Martinez acknowledged a nearly three-decade friendship
with Finance Minister Luis Videgaray.
He said he would not probe whether
Pena Nieto, his wife and the finance
minister actually paid for the homes
they received from major government
contractors.

Mitchell Myers

MUNICH, Germany — Serious tension
consumed an international security conferCaroline Davis
ence Saturday as the United States and its
allies traded blame with Russia for the fighting
Adrienne Elias
in eastern Ukraine, fueling uncertainty about a
Kaitlyn Rocchiccioli
new diplomatic effort by France and Germany to end the worst violence in five months.
Download our
The differences were underlined in terse
mobile app at
speeches and a burst of derisively undiplobreezejmu.org.
matic laughter that greeted Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov’s claim that Russia’s
annexation of Crimea last year followed a
legitimate vote — held under the guns of thouwww.facebook.com/
sands of Russian troops and unrecognized
TheBreezeJMU
internationally — for self-determination.
“Well, you might find it funny. I also find
many things you said funny,” the steely-eyed
Lavrov responded. He repeated charges that
the United States and the European Union
@breezejmu
were responsible for the fighting, the overall
downturn in relations and other disputes. He
repeated Moscow’s denial that Russian forces
were in eastern Ukraine.
U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, the most
@breezejmu
senior American official at the conference,
warned that “the United States and, God
willing, all of Europe and the international
community will continue to impose costs”
on Russia until it stops providing troops and
www.youtube.com/user/ arms to separatists who have occupied new
breezevideo
territory in an offensive begun late last year.
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Compiled from Tribune News Service.

NATIONAL NEWS
Brian Williams takes
Federal funding for fuel
hiatus from nightly news assistance insufficient

Obama to colleges: skip Some Democrats will
fancy food and gyms
boycott Netanyahu

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Washington Bureau

NEW YORK — Brian Williams, acknowledging intense criticism about his memories
of war reporting in Iraq, is taking a leave of
absence from the anchor chair at “NBC Nightly
News.”
In a memo Saturday to NBC News staff, the
anchorman said he’d decided to take himself
“off the daily broadcast for the next several
days” so he could “adequately deal with the
issue.” Lester Holt, who is already William’s
backup and NBC’s weekend anchor, will fill in.
The decision comes amid a media firestorm
since Williams acknowledged he had made
misleading statements about being shot at in
a helicopter while reporting on the invasion
of Iraq in 2003. The network has launched its
own internal investigation.
The move was his decision, but it has his
friends and former colleagues wondering
whether it’s the beginning of the end of his
10-year run in the anchor chair.

WASHINGTON — In the depths of the
Great Recession, the federal government
more than doubled funding for a program
that helps impoverished families pay their
energy bills.
Since then, the program’s budget has
decreased 30 percent, by $1.7 billion over
five years.
But demand for the aid continues to outstrip supply, even with today’s lower oil
prices — a stark reminder that many of the
poorest Americans have been left out in the
cold as the country’s economy heats up.
President Barack O bama s ought no
increase in his 2016 budget plan for the
Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program. The allocation of $3.4 billion fell far
short of the $4.7 billion requested in a recent
joint letter-writing campaign by members of
Congress, mayors from 20 states, utility companies and advocates for the poor.

INDIANAPOLIS — President Barack Obama
criticized university administrators Friday,
saying they’d driven up the cost of college with
high-priced extras such as gourmet food and
lush fitness centers.
He also teed off on state legislators who’ve cut
funding for state schools, saying they were driving up costs past any link to value and leaving
graduating students loaded with debt.
“Now, the school administrators, they have
a responsibility to be more efficient. And students and parents, we have a responsibility to
be smart consumers,” he said during a trip to
Indiana to tout his proposals to help the middle class.
He recalled that when he’d started at Occidental College in the Los Angeles area, he
exercised in a basic gym and ate in a cafeteria
where students called the entree “roast beast”
because they didn’t know what kind of meat it
was.

WASHINGTON — The head of the Congressional
Black Caucus said Thursday he will boycott Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s scheduled
address to a joint session of Congress next month,
joining a small band of Democrats skipping the
event that could include Vice President Joe Biden.
Rep. G.K. Butterfield, D-N.C., said House Speaker
John Boehner’s invitation to Netanyahu _ without
coordinating with President Barack Obama _ undermines the office of the president.
“For the Speaker to invite a head of state, of any
country, to address the U.S. Congress without the
consent of the [House] minority leader and the
White House goes beyond the traditions of his
office,” Butterfield said in a statement. “It is baffling
that Speaker Boehner, who incessantly proclaims
executive overreach by the president, would buck
long standing diplomatic protocol to extend such
an invitation.”
Compiled from Tribune News Service.
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Use your imagination
JMU class and competition gains the hearts of many students while also teaching them new skills
By WHITNEY ROBERTS
contributing writer

teams are made at each level in order to compete in the six categories: technical, scientific,
fine arts, improvisational, structural and serIt’s common knowledge that finding electives and classes that vice learning.
Teams have five to seven members and are
count for each major can be a challenge. However, one class is
mostly all from different disciplines of study.
offered as an elective for all 71 degree programs.
The course, advanced communication and creative prob“This is a representation of what you are
lem-solving in multidisciplinary teams, was created in 2005 by going to find in the real world,” Spindel said.
Jonathan Spindel, a professor and director of laboratory opera- “You are not going to be an engineer only
tions in the Department of Integrated Science and Technology, interacting with other engineers.”
and Elizabeth Armstrong, a lecturer in the School of CommuniThe challenge tasks are assigned depending
cation Studies, to match the mission of the nationally recognized on category and each team has until the global
nonprofit organization, Destination Imagination (DI).
competition, which will take place at the end
The DI program at JMU encourages teams to have fun learn- of May in Knoxville, Tennessee, to prepare for
ing and taking risks with challenges while incorporating science, its performance. Throughout the semester,
technology, engineering, mathematics, the arts and service Spindel and Armstrong provide each team
learning.
with guidance and support, but let the teams
“Destination Imagination has been a work in progress for the work and collaborate completely on their own.
last 10 years,” Armstrong said. “Dr. Spindel and I have designed DI holds competitions at regional, state and
and redesigned the class to include interdisciplinary aspects. This global levels; however, university level teams,
course is applicable to any major and includes subject matter like JMU’s, only compete at the global level
that enhances any field of study.”
due to lack of participants.
Those enrolled in the class are in the club by default, however,
An example of an activity of teams where
some people join the club without taking the class. The purpose teams work collaboratively is when, in 2013,
of the class, which consists of between 25 and 30 students, is to JMU DI attended the Mini-Maker Faire in
prepare for the DI’s global competition, with assignments hand- Charlottesville, Virginia, according to a blog
ed out throughout the semester.
post on the DI website.
MARK OWEN/ THE BREEZE
At elementary, middle, high school and collegiate levels, six
Team members asked participants at the fair
to build a free-standing struc- Helen Padgett (left), Ella Li, Mairead Meaney and Lily Cresaw work together to create an
ture as high as possible while object that would collide and smash an egg when swung like a wrecking ball. This activity,
still being able to hold a golf among others, is a part of a workshop hosted by JMU’s Destination Imagination.
ball, softball or both. In order
to create the structure, parcompetition process, while the central challenges make up for
ticipants were only given newspaper, two sticky the remaining 75. Unlike the central challenge, there’s no way
labels, a softball and golf ball. The winning struc- to prepare for an instant challenge and the task is not revealed
ture stood over 2 feet tall.
until the moment it has to be completed.
JMU teams go to the state level for an exhibi“It’s like a combination [of ] ‘Minute To Win it’ [games] and
tion performance, as practice for the global level. ‘Whose Line is it Anyway?’” Spindel said.
Then, every year, the global level competition is
In the past 10 years, Armstrong has been able to extensively
held at the University of Tennessee. As of this research how the course affects its students. In her dissertation,
year, JMU has had 29 teams compete in the global her key findings show that working in a group enhances effeccompetition, with 24 of those teams placing for a tive communication and creative problem-solving. Group work
medal; six of those times, JMU teams took home allows for bonding to occur and helps achieve these skills.
the gold.
“Since all groups problem solve and groups are used extensively
“The deal I make with the students is, if we in most work and social contexts, the possibilities of what a student
make gold at competition, they get to shave my can take away from the class are endless,” Armstrong said.
head,” Spindel said. “So, with a little luck, if you
For example, Mary Chris Werner, a sophomore interdisciplinary
see me in the fall, I’ll be bald.”
liberal studies major, was bribed with clean laundry by her sister
But JMU’s DI organization does more than to attend an interest meeting. Now, she’s working her class schedjust compete. Team members also volunteer ule around it.
back into the DI community by serving as judges
Because this class is considered an elective, a student can take
and appraisers for elementary, middle and high it as many times as they want or can fit into their schedule. This is
Werner’s second year taking the class and she will be going to the
school levels at regional competitions.
The class hosted an instant challenge work- globals for the second time this May.
“It’s a lot of work, but it’s worth it in the end when you get to go
shop on Sunday afternoon for local elementary
and middle school kids, allowing them to practice to globals,” Werner said.
all six challenge categories.
Four elementary school children attempt to create an object that will remain completely
underwater at a JMU Destination Imagination fundraising event on Sunday afternoon.
Instant challenges make up 25 percent of the CONTACT Whitney Roberts at robertwj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Office Space: It’s all in the location

Student Government Association sees new home as opportunity for more student engagement

MICHELLE HEFFNER/ THE BREEZE

Senior media arts and design major and student body president Taylor Vollman (left) discusses constitution changes with senior hospitality major and vice president Kaitlin
Thomas, senior political science major and treasurer Aaron Brown, and international business major and freshman class president Sean Button at SGA’s new location on Friday.

By MORGAN LYNCH
The Breeze

Students pass by the glass window of the new Student Government Association office and see lavender walls, unpacked
boxes, new desks and a gigantic whiteboard laying out a calendar of the month’s events in bright print. SGA is settling into its
new home and, with the change, seeing increased participation
among JMU community members.
Warren Hall, now renamed Madison Union, was refurbished
as part of the 2014-15 summer improvement plan. The goal was
to make Warren a place for students to meet in the middle of
campus.
SGA office, which moved from Taylor Hall room 203 last
semester, is now located in Madison Union, room 331. SGA

believes that the new space will lead to increased interaction
with other campus organizations and better communication
with students.
SGA shares the floor with the Student Activities & Involvement Office, the University Program Board, the DUX Center
and Make Your Mark on Madison. The close proximity makes
it easier for SGA to interact with these groups.
“It allows us all to be closer together, which has already
lead to better collaboration,” Michael Comer, SGA director of
communications and sophomore political science and communication studies double major, said.
The third floor hallway of Madison Union offers a shortcut
for students who want to avoid being outside on cold days. This
gives SGA the opportunity to attract the attention of students
passing by, according to Danni Bard, the senior class treasurer
and kinesiology major.

Within the span of one hour on a Friday morning, 26 students
walked past the SGA office. Luke Byrnes, a senior media arts
and design and philosophy double major, is one student who
often walks through Madison Union.
When asked whether he was more likely to participate in SGA
events now that the office has moved he said, “Not any more
than I already do. I’ve already been in the old office. I intend to
go to some of [its] events already.”
One of the things that SGA does to encourage student input
is roll out its whiteboard in the hallway and have any passerby write suggestions about what SGA can do to improve their
JMU experience.
“Last semester we rarely received a single suggestion,” Comer
said. “This semester we get around 10 each week.”
see OFFICE, page 4
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BUS | Program offers families books to borrow and other resources
from front

DANIELLE EPIFANIO / THE BREEZE

A young student participates in arts and crafts, one of the activities that the Reading Road Show offers
to community members throughout Harrisonburg, Rockingham County and Page County.

food bags were handed out in 2014
alone. Most of the participants don’t
have access to libraries, so the Reading
Road Show gives them the opportunity
to borrow two books from the bus per
week, to take home and practice what
they have learned.
The program has also found a
unique way to get community and
families involved with events, known
as Family Literacy Nights.
Jolynne Bartley, the program’s coordinator, works behind the scenes and
handles the administrative work. She
explained that the Family Literacy
Nights are held at a local elementary
school twice a semester. The events
include literacy resources for children
and their families such as crafts and
other various games and activities.
“Our instructional program coordinator, Becky Lantz, plans the
curriculum for these events,” Bartley
said. “Our whole staff is there as well
as a number of the JMU student volunteers. We usually see great attendance
at these events.”
The Harrisonburg community regularly engages with the Road Show
and the Gus Bus. Bartley and her staff
receive great support because of the
number of people who benefit from
the program.
“When there are other agencies or

groups hosting events in the community they
might reach out to us to bring the bus out for
the kids,” Bartley said.
The Road Show has not only had an impact
on Harrisonburg, Rockingham and Page
County children and their families, but JMU
students as well. Alana Misiura, a senior dietetics major, spoke fondly about her experience
as a volunteer with the bus last semester.
“Being a dietetics major, one of our classes — community nutrition — we replace with
an agency,” Misiura said. “We had to come up
with a program in that agency to help with
[its] goals or help improve issues. So for our
class project we came up with an idea to buy
a peanut butter and jelly book to incorporate
nutrition with reading. On Family Literacy
Nights we brought the book and got to talk
with the parents about nutrition. It was very
interactive.”
Through Misiura’s time with the program,
she was able to observe the diverse group of
children that would come on the bus.
“Some of the kids coming on the bus didn’t
speak English, but there were books in different languages there to accommodate them,”
Misiura said.
Misiura smiled when asked about her favorite memory on the bus.
“At one point I had two girls on both sides of
me piling books on my lap because they were so
eager for me to read to them,” Misiura said. “It
is so nice to see them excited about learning.”
CONTACT Alyssa McBeth at
mcbethab@dukes.jmu.edu.

OFFICE | SGA sees increase in visitors and weekly suggestions,
enforces an open-door policy in their new office in Madison Union
from page 3

Some suggestions included replacing a light bulb in a dark
walkway, changing the type of ranch dressing served in Dukes
and adding a bike pump on East Campus, according to Comer.
Just outside their door, SGA plans to make use of its window
into the lobby by hanging up signs about upcoming events and
instructions on how to vote in the next election, which will take
place Feb. 19 and 20.
“Even if they don’t come to specifically talk to us, they’ll be
able to look through the window and see that’s how they vote,”

Kaitlin Thomas, the student body vice president and senior
hospitality management major, said.
SGA enforces an open-door policy. Students have already
wandered in, curious about the new office.
I would say about 20 students stop by our new office each
week, which is a significant increase over the zero to one student who stopped by our old office,” Comer said.
Bard attributes this to the lively atmosphere of the new office.
“There[are] always tons of people in here and there’s always
something going on so if you’re walking by, you’ll see us laughing and talking and you’ll be inclined to wonder ‘what do they

PROGRAM | New UHC service
allows students to use insurance

TRIXIE HADDON / THE BREEZE

The Sentara RMH Orthopedics & Sports Medicine program is located in the University Health
Center and will provide students with a second opinion or special care for athletic injuries.
from front

we really [make it] accessible to students and
every time they need sports medicine they can
go to the health center instead of having to [go]
to the hospital,” Drumm said.
The UHC will provide students with the
opportunity for a second opinion or special
care for sports-related injuries or conditions.
The X-ray area will be open for most of the
health center’s usual hours when it’s completely installed later this month, according
to Rodgers.
“When building the [Student Success Center], this was always something they planned
on offering,” Ann Simmons, the marketing and
programming coordinator at UHC said.
Sentara RMH Orthopedics & Sports Medicine acts similar to a private practice and will
be taking health insurance as well.
“Since RMH Orthopedics is contracted to
come here without compensation from JMU,
they are allowed to use their usual insurance
billing,” Rodgers said in an email.
X-rays and other appointments can be covered by insurance, if you’re eligible. Rodgers

explained that since 90 percent of JMU students have health insurance under their
families, it allows them to use it as if they were
going to a private practice.
The program can prescribe medication to
students with injuries as well.
“[They] can prescribe medication just as
they do anywhere they practice,” Rodgers
said. “Some of the medications they use will
be carried in the JMU UHC pharmacy, but
never narcotics for pain — they will have to
be obtained by the UHC.”
RMH will still benefit from the program,
though it will be on JMU’s campus.
“[It] benefits financially by providing medical care and radiology services at our location
as they do at other satellite locations in the Valley,” Rodgers said.
But many, like Simmons, believe that the
biggest perk is the service’s proximity.
“[The program] adds another level of care,”
Simmons said. “There are plenty of opportunities for this need right here at the UHC.”
CONTACT Coryn Romano at
romanocp@dukes.jmu.edu.

do,’ if you don’t know,” Bard said.
The open lobby of Madison Union, containing couches,
chairs and tables creates an ideal place for students to study,
while also being able to enjoy the classic valley scenery through
the expansive windows.
“We are obviously very thrilled about the move,” Comer said.
“While we have always been grateful to be given a place to call
home on campus, it is very exciting to be right in the heart of
campus.”
CONTACT Morgan Lynch at lynchma@dukes.jmu.edu.
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FREE MOVIE NIGHT
FEBRUARY 11
@ GRAFTON

7PM
9:30PM

FREE POPCORN

S P O N SO R E D BY:

S IGN & S AVE $15 0 W I T H RED U CE D F E E S
C A M P U S E D G E J M U. C O M
869 B Port Republic Rd • 540.438.3835
Fees subject to change. While supplies last.
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are you coming to the tree?
Katniss submits Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org and on Facebook.
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(Duke) Dog Days

Kelsey Harding / The Breeze

Corey Tierney | media mogul

Kevan Hulligan | the war room

Chill, Snapchat FCC takes a stand
Social media app loses niche and creates cheesy marketing
Like most social media
platforms, it only took
Snapchat about three
years to sell out.
Last month, the previously simple app came out
with its new “Discover”
section, which gives you
updates from sources such
as Cosmopolitan, Comedy Central, CNN and even Food Network. It’s
updated every day with stories, listicles, fun
facts or whatever they think is newsworthy.
The app also announced a new scripted
series in the works,
partnered with AT&T
and five “celebrities”
from YouTube and
Vine. They plan to
roll out the episodes
in 100- to 200-second
segments — similar to
when your friend feels
the need to take a picture with everyone at
the party — and will
air over the course of
four weeks.
On one hand, this
s h ow s g row t h. It
emulates how new
media is our future
and that it’s at the heart
of entertainment right now. On another hand,
however, they’re just trying too hard.
I understand that companies need money.
We live in a capitalist society full of competition and the urge to be the best. But are apps
like this starting to go too far?
Target’s on Snapchat. Yes, the store. I don’t
need them to send me pictures, I just want
them to sell me high-class goods at a moderately low price. I can guarantee you with
extreme certainty that I will never say, “Target’s on Snapchat? Now I NEED to buy that wall

placard with the words ‘Live. Laugh. Love.’ on
it!”
New additions like “Discover” are just a
breeding ground for cheap advertising and
child-targeted marketing.
Another problem lies in these platforms’
niches. None of them seem to be able to create
a concept and stick to it. When I open Snapchat, I want to see videos of cats or quick shots
from a concert, not Cosmo’s five ways to please
my man (at least not right now). I also don’t
want to see groups of teenagers — many of
whom get paid by corporations to take six-second videos — “acting” in a mediocre “show.”
Some apps satisfy their
niches just fine. Instagram, for example, has
really only updated lately by adding filters. I see
sponsored content, of
course, but it’s also not
hidden under the guise
of “news.”
These additions just
create a BuzzFeed copycat. Snapchat had (and
still has) an original and
creative idea. But I’m
starting to lose respect
for it when it rolls out
these changes that just
dilute its niche. If each
social media outlet tries to
satisfy every want and need from all consumers, they fight to be the one-stop shop instead
of a harmonious group of collaborators.
Take a note from “High School Musical” and
stick to the status quo. Stick to what you know.
I can guarantee that people will respect you
more and will probably send you a picture of
their double chins to prove it.
Corey Tierney is a senior media arts and
design major. Contact Corey at breezeopinion@gmail.com.

Chairman (thankfully) proposes open and free Internet
It was a move that
I honestly didn’t see
coming, but hoped
that it would happen.
Federal
Communications
Commission (FCC)
C h a i r m a n To m
Wheeler came out
with a new proposal
to the FCC that would not only protect net
neutrality, but put the Internet under Title II
authority, meaning that providing Internet
would be regulated just like a public utility.
This comes after millions of people filed
comments to the FCC in support of net
neutrality. The proposal is expected to pass
thanks to only two dissenting members
having commissioner seats at the FCC.
This would ensure that all sites on the
Web can load and run just as well as any
other site can, no matter who owns it or
who the Internet service provider is, in
addition to adding lots of protection for
both the consumer and the small Internet
businesses that have grown to thrive in the
past decade. This can’t be understated; it’s
a huge victory for both the Internet and the
public.
For too long, service providers such as
Comcast and Verizon have been fighting
against net neutrality in order to further
pave their dominance online while
suffocating competition and creativity in its
cradle as a consequence. Both Comcast and
Verizon have been accused, convincingly,
of throttling people’s access to Netflix, to
the point that Netflix actually paid Comcast
for faster service while Verizon continued
on.
This would have been all too common
if net neutrality was eliminated. Service
providers would be the all-powerful
gatekeepers to anyone wanting to have a
presence on the Internet. Thanks to this

proposal, it would mean that competition
on the Internet stays open and fair. If
companies can’t block websites hosting
legal content, there would be no more
throttling of content, no “fast lanes”
proposed by service providers and more
transparency on how these companies use
their services.
Of course some people worry that this
could mean new taxes. After all, what
public utility doesn’t incorporate new
taxes in some fashion? However, thanks to
a law known as the Internet Tax Freedom
Act, having new taxes put on Internet use
is strictly prohibited. Also, the Internet
qualifies as an “interstate service,” which
means that the FCC can work to stop new
taxes being imposed on the common
consumer for Internet access.
How net neutrality can’t be embraced by
some members of Congress, like Senator
Ted Cruz, R-Texas, who ridiculously called
it “Obamacare for the Internet,” is seriously
beyond me. The mere fact that the U.S.
House of Representatives has opened a
probe into the amount of influence by the
White House on Wheeler’s proposal makes
me doubt that they actually understand the
definition of “a good use of our time.”
Let’s make sure that this major victory
doesn’t make us complacent and relaxed
just yet. Internet service providers will
continue to fight this tooth and nail and
try to find loopholes that can allow them
to continue their shady business practices.
It’s up to us as citizens to compel the
government to act in our interests and
ensure the Internet is a free and open space
from which the most unique and creative
content can flow from. We’ve fought hard
for this, let’s not let it slip away.
Kevan Hulligan is a senior political
science major. Contact Kevan at
hulligkx@dukes.jmu.edu.

Jessica Reed | letter to the editor

Athletics bill helps us
HB 1897 is a bill currently making its way
through the General Assembly. If passed, this
athletics bill proposed by Delegate Kirkland
Cox would cap the amount of athletics money
that Virginia universities could siphon from
mandatory student fees. Currently, JMU’s student
mandatory fees are $4,256, and 31.3 percent (or
$1,332) of that goes toward athletics. These fees
may me be at a risk of rising if the bill does not
pass.
JMU has been accelerating toward a new
athletics conference, from NCAA Division I-AA
to Division I-A. The proposed athletics bill
would slow this process and push the university
to re-evaluate its monetary priorities. A move to
a new athletics conference would require more
funds to bolster athletics. But the transition
comes at a cost. Importantly, these increased
costs would shift onto students’ backs.
College affordability is a persistent worry for
the millennial generation and this bill addresses
those concerns. The growing cost of college puts a
huge strain on students and these mandatory fees
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Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
breezeopinion@gmail.com

make up a good chunk of the cost of attendance.
Traditionally, students have not been fans of
rising tuition, especially in the context of having
to deal with more student debt after graduation.
Cox’s goal is to protect students from unwanted
rising student fees.
Campus culture around sports is revealed
by the empty stands at sporting events. JMU is
an institution for higher learning that’s not just
about sports. The well-rounded personality of
this university is what attracts students from all
over. A choice needs to be made though — as
an institution, what’s important? Are we willing
to compromise the quality of fundamental parts
of this university for a move into a new athletics
conference? My impression of JMU is that student
interests are held at a high degree of importance,
but this athletics bill makes sure that the majority
of students’ interests stay a priority.
Jessica Reed is a junior international affairs
major and the executive director for the
JMU chapter of Virginia21.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

An “enriched-life” pat to JMU. From the
tranquil Tuesday morning E-Hall brunches
my freshman year to the sonorous
electrical football cheers. Despite walking
into tests feeling fretful, I will never forget
my time here.
From a senior who’s graduating early
and is now regretful.
A “bittersweet-symphony” dart to
assessment day for not having classes but
having to take an assessment.
From a senior who shouldn’t have to
prove that he’s learned something.
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A chilly night
MARK OWEN / THE BREEZE

Sebastian Fritze (left) on the synthesizer and Adam Roth, guitar and lead vocals of Grizfolk, perform at UPB’s Frost Fest last Friday. UPB created Frost Fest to give students a music festival during the winter months.

UPB’s Frost Fest brings students to Wilson despite cold temperatures
By NATALIE MILLER
The Breeze

Freezing temperatures can’t keep Dukes from rocking out.
On Friday the University Program Board hosted JMU’s
first Frost Fest. The night included musical performances
from Grizfolk, X Ambassadors and The Mowgli’s.
Hannah Summers, a senior communications major
and director of UPB’s public relations, explained that
Frost Fest was intended to give students festival-like
music during the colder months. About 450 people filled
Wilson Hall to enjoy the ticketed music event.
“We always have a big turnout at Madipalooza and
festival-type shows,” Summers said. “We wanted to have
more indie bands for Frost Fest.”
The first 75 students to walk in the door were given
the opportunity to stand in the pit directly in front of the
stage.
“We thought that having a pit would be better for the
audience,” senior hospitality major and director of the
Center Stage committee, Sarah Gordon, said. “People
could get up close with the bands.”
Grizfolk was the first band to take the stage, kicking the

night off with its eclectic, alternative sound.
“The crowd was with us from the first song,” Grizfolk
drummer Bill Delia said. “[The crowd] had a really great
energy … they were willing to clap and sing along with us.”

“The crowd was with us from
the first song had a really great
energy… they were willing to
clap and sing along with us.”
Bill Delia

Grizfolk drummer

Grizfolk played a variety of music, featuring some of
their original songs, such as “The Struggle” and “Vagabonds,” and even performed a cover of Kendrick Lamar’s
“Money Trees.” The band has recently toured with Bastille
and will soon be travelling to play in Boston.
X Ambassadors commanded the stage next, upping
the energy and getting the crowd dancing. The band
played crowd favorites such as its songs “Free & Lonely”

album review

Off to a swift start
New folksy-Americana band puts out impressive debut album

and “Jungle.” Lead singer Sam Harris exuded energy
throughout the entire set and performed multiple saxophone solos.
This was the second show that X Ambassadors have
performed at JMU; the band played as part of the Spotlight Series last February.
“We wanted to bring indie bands that aren’t always
playing on the radio,” Gordon said. “People have all kinds
of musical interests so we like giving people the chance
to hear what they want.”
The night ended with The Mowgli’s performing its
upbeat songs and keeping the energy high.
“I’m really excited to see The Mowgli’s,” Nora Murphy,
a junior psychology major, said. “I saw [The Mowgli’s] and
X Ambassadors last year and UPB concerts are always
awesome.”
The audience danced and sang along with the bands
all night, only stopping between acts to recharge for the
next band.
“We all thought it was a really great show,” Gordon
said.
CONTACT Natalie Miller at
millernk@dukes.jmu.edu.

Love on the
big screen
Students start conversations about
relationships in documentary film festival
By JULIA NELSON
contributing writer

COURTESY OF ROBERT NATT

Robert Natt (left) and Zach Wiley are the singer-songwriters who make up The River Pilots. Their self-titled
album, “The River Pilots,” was recorded in Charlottesville and will be released for sale this Tuesday, Feb. 10.
By EMMY FREEDMAN
The Breeze

At first listen, you might mistake The
River Pilots’ debut album for Simon
and Garfunkel’s 1966 classic, “Sounds of
Silence.” The two albums take you to a
friendly place with
The River Pilots
their sweet vocals
“The River and expressive
instrumentation. But
Pilots”
while the talented

duo of Zach Wiley and
Released Feb. 10
Robert Natt, whose
self-titled album was
just released, do a lot
of things right, they’re not quite ready to
meet the impossibly high standard set by
Simon and Garfunkel. But stay tuned. There
are many things this duo does very well.
For starters, their lyrics are adorable. In
the song “In Time” they sing, “I’m longing
for the day you’ll be my bride.” “And When
it Rains” has the lyrics of the Barenaked
Ladies’ “If I had a Million Dollars” paired
with the sweet tune of the Plain White T’s
“Hey There Delilah.”
In “Sweet Virginia,” Wiley compares the
natural beauty and loveliness of his native
state to the girl “with golden hair in the
summer sun” he loves there and it beckons
him back. They even turn the Robert Louis
Stevenson poem “Farewell to the Farm” into
a melancholic song.
The folksy-Americana sound that
permeates “The River Pilots” stays constant
throughout the album, but each of the 13
tracks brings out fresh lyrical ideas and a

little something extra. Some of the pieces,
like “Something About a Hot Air Balloon,”
tilt toward rock, while others, like “The
Barrier,” are more on the slow, acoustic side.
Many fall in between the two types.
This is an impressive debut album.
The band’s voices and musicianship are
expressive and distinctive and show that
they have more than just cutesy lyrics going
for them. For example, “Sweet Virginia,”
one of the best songs on the album,
constructs a vividly beautiful picture just
by harmonizing voices over an artful mix of
drums and guitars.
Other standouts on the album include
“Find the Words,” the first song on the
album, and “Devil Woman,” which sounds
like it belongs on The Grateful Dead’s
“American Beauty.” Though this may be a
lofty comparison, it’s clear that this group
has incredible talent and potential.
But, most impressively, this duo has a
very genuine nature. They aren’t a couple
of teens bumbling their way through mixed
sweetness with music. These two are the
real deal, competently and effectively
composing sweet lyrics with masterful
instrumentation.
If you like The Avett Brothers, Fleet Foxes
or The Decemberists, you’ll definitely want
to give this album from the Roanoke-based
duo a listen. The River Pilots are off to a
promising start on their down-river journey
through Americana.
Emmy Freedman is a sophomore media
arts and design major. Contact Emmy at
freedmee@dukes.jmu.edu.

This week, no one will
have to write a “Dear Abby”
letter in pursuit of love
advice for Valentine’s Day,
because it will be offered by
experts right on campus.
Jennie Rosier, an assistant communication
studies professor, is holding the second annual Love
Talk Film Festival in Harrison Hall on Tuesday. Seven
students from her “Communication in Romantic
Relationships” class will be
screening their mini-documentaries throughout the
day, followed by an award
ceremony to recognize the
top three features.
ERIN WILLIAMS / THE BREEZE
At the first Love Talk festival in December 2013,
Jessica Hunt, a senior communication studies
Rosier screened all of her major and filmmaker, will have her documentary
students’ films over a twoscreened at the Love Talk Film Festival on
day period. This year, only Tuesday in room 1261 in Harrison Hall.
the top seven students who
earned the highest marks
will have their projects featured.
Senior communications studies major Jessica Hunt’s film “Love Me Not:
Why You Stay When You Should Go” will be screened at the festival. The
15-minute documentary examines the reasons people stay in bad relationships, as well as what those relationships may look like to an outsider.
In September, Ray Rice was removed from the Ravens after a video of
Rice punching his then-fiancee, Janay Palmer, in an elevator and dragging
her down the hall surfaced online. The media then lashed out at Palmer
when she married Rice anyway and defended him on social media.
“I did a case study analysis on the Ray Rice incident and why people
were so negative toward [Palmer],” Hunt said. “They probably should have
been supportive instead of criticizing her.”
Hunt interviewed JMU communication studies professors, counselors
and experts in the field to get a range of perspectives on the topic. She even
interviewed her own grandparents who have been married for 45 years.
“I really enjoyed the project because I learned so much about myself,”
Hunt said. “I learned about what I deserve in a relationship and what to
do if something goes wrong.”
Hunt also was able to preserve her grandparents’ legacy on film, so that
when they’re gone, her family will still have a recording of their story. She
see LOVE, page 8
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All grown up
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SpongeBob SquarePants returns to the big screen for an
audience that’s been there since the show’s beginning

Who lives in a pineapple under the sea? America’s favorite sponge,
of course, who took his adventures underwater and on land in what was a splashy smorgasbord
of treasured throwbacks and satirical send-ups.
The movie recaptured a lot of the charm that was present in early episodes but has dwindled
over the years. It had a certain sweetness to the characters that had been missing from the show’s
recent seasons. That’s likely because original show creator, Stephen Hillenburg, wrote the movie’s
storyline.
The animation was equally as amazing. The transitions between animation underwater and
live-action on land were seamless. While we all anticipated the cartoon portion to be great since
that is the show’s format, the live-action was equally fan“The SpongeBob
tastic. This is probably because Mike Mitchell, director of
the much beloved “Sky High,” directed that part. While
Movie: Sponge
many movies that employ both styles fall flat, the strong
Out of Water”
visuals actually enhanced the already strong story.
The story began above water with Captain Burger

Beard, played perfectly by Antonio Banderas, telling the
PG 93 min.
Starring SpongeBob SquarePants story of SpongeBob to a flock of talking seagulls. This was
a brilliant framing strategy, which then took us under the
(voiced by Tom Kenny), Patrick
sea to the legendary lunch spot, the Krusty Krab, where
Star (voiced by Bill Faggerbake),
the sacred secret formula was in danger of being stolen
Squidward (voiced by Rodger
once again.
Bumpass) and Captain Burger
Without giving away too much of the plot, which was
Beard (played by Antonio Banderas)
surprisingly intricate, the way the movie was framed
organically became a major part of the story line was something that I have rarely seen in film. I
certainly was not expecting it in a movie based on a show for kids.
Whether or not this movie was suitable for kids is a little up in the air, as there were a few
moments that could only be described as “trippy,” with obvious references to drug use. One
example of this is when a group of the talking seagulls were dancing to the show’s famous theme
song in what appeared to be a haze. They had red-rimmed eyes, a hint toward cottonmouth and
psychedelic background imagery.
That rendition of the theme song set the stage for a showdown between the seagulls and a magical real-life dolphin named Bubbles (so trippy). They sang-sparred
about the quality of the theme song in what was an obvious parody of You could tell that
Epic Rap Battles on YouTube. Other pop culture allusions included:
“The Shining,” dystopias, “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,” and the writers wanted
most prominently, “The Avengers.”
this movie to speak
By the time the birds, pirate and dolphin got to the rapping, the
to those who grew
story had clearly ended and we would all get to celebrate with the
beloved tune of our pal in the pineapple, but alas, the movie snuck
up with SpongeBob
one more pop culture reference in with the rap battle. This was the
only point in the movie where I found one of these references detri- SquarePants.
mental to the overall plot.
Aside from that, seeing these characters that have been with me all
of my life in roles lampooning some of my favorite pop culture staples
was absolutely amazing. You could tell that the writers wanted this movie to speak to those who
grew up with SpongeBob SquarePants.
The parodies and the substance references were directed at those who would appreciate them,
those who were young when SpongeBob started. Similar to how “Toy Story 3” reflected the changes
that its original audience were going through, this movie takes that on in an edgier way. The fact
that SpongeBob is maturing with his audience makes a great movie even more special.

2ND
FLOOR
ALMOST
FULL
APPLY TODAY
FOR
FALL 2015

Mike Dolzer is a freshman writing, rhetoric and technical communication and media arts
and design double major. Contact Mike at dolzermj@dukes.jmu.edu.

LOVE | Event features expert panel

ERIN WILLIAMS / THE BREEZE

Senior communications studies major Jessica Hunt did a case study on Ray Rice for her documentary.
from page 7

interviewed them about the financial reasons
that motivate people to stay in bad relationships
and how those reasons have changed over time.
“In their day, most women didn’t have a college education and there weren’t many options
for them,” Hunt said. “Now women have a lot
more options.”
Women have a different role in society
today and have been given many resources
to help them escape abusive situations. Hunt
wanted to speak out about not judging these
women, no matter what their reactions to a
bad situation may be. She wants her audience
to know that just because a woman stays with
an abusive partner doesn’t mean that she is
automatically weak. An outsider never knows
the whole story.
Along with providing her students with an
outlet for speaking up about serious issues
such as abusive relationships, Rosier wanted
to teach her students why people act certain
ways toward their romantic partners. All the
variables that affect a relationship can be confusing and Rosier thinks that making sense of
these things is something we should learn.
“Understanding the ‘why’ in human behavior is really, really valuable,” Rosier said.
In addition to the film screenings, there will
be two different panels of experts to answer
questions for audience members at the festival. The first panel will feature five people who
have been married for 25 years or more, and
the second will be a Q-and-A session offering
love advice to participants. It has been advertised that “nothing is off limits” for discussion
during the panel.

Professor Craig Shealy, one of the expert panelists, has been a psychology professor at JMU
since 1992 and currently works in the department of graduate psychology. Rosier asked him
to participate in the second panel after he was
interviewed in one of the films last year.
From a psychologist’s point of view, Shealy
will give his insight at the panel about why the
human species behaves the way it does in intimate relationships.
“I’ve seen the implications and the repercussions of couples and families that work well and
those that don’t,” Shealy said.
As a clinical psychologist, he used to run a
counseling center for families and couples and
has seen the toll that divorce and chronic conflict in the home can have. These topics will be
addressed at the festival because the panelists
and filmmakers alike believe that they need
some attention.
“The work professor Rosier is doing is really important,” Shealy said. “Not only for young
people, but for all of us.”
Shealy has studied the way that all people
seem to long to be in a durable, meaningful relationship, and how finding love can be
such a powerful force in life. He feels that the
factors and choices that go into forming and
maintaining relationships are a crucial topic
of discussion.
“There are a lot of questions and confusions
about love,” Shealy said. “It’s a very powerful
discussion to have.”
The Love Talk Film Festival is Feb. 10 in
Harrison Hall 1261 from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
CONTACT Natalie Miller at
millernk@dukes.jmu.edu.

SAVE

$150
WITH REDUCED FEES

S O U T H V I E WJ M . C O M
1070 Lois Lane • 540.432.0600
Fees subject to change. Limited time only. See office for details.

Sports

But wait, there’s more!
Visit breezejmu.org/sports to check out more photos
from Saturday’s battleship tournament.
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Teams of four fill a canoe to compete against each other on Saturday at UREC. The goal is to sink opponents’ canoes by filling them with water, while keeping water out of their own.

BATTLE ROYALE

Teams clash in fifth annual battleship tournament held in UREC swimming pools on Saturday
By Andre Haboush
The Breeze

In Saturday’s fifth annual battleship tournament, two new championship teams rose out
of the battle scars and passionate perspiration
masked by the pool’s chlorine.
Every spring semester, teams of four-man
canoes enter the University Recreation pool.
They then use buckets to try to fill other teams’
canoes with water and sink them.
Teams can have five members and have one
backup, as only four people can fit in a canoe.
The competition bracket is made on the day
of the tournament, once it’s known exactly how
many teams will be playing. In this year’s event
33 different teams competed. The field then
splits in half after the first round, with a winners’
(admirals) and consolations (recruits) bracket.
“The first round is to figure out which division or league you will be in, so everyone has
a chance in the first round,” Shannon Tumelty,
graduate assistant for intramural sports and
special events, said. “The four teams that are
still floating will move on to the winners’ bracket or admirals’ cup, and the four that sunk that
heat will move on to the recruits’ cup. Then after
that, we will bracket it into different heats, and
we will have a winner at the end.”
Inspiration for the roughly three-hour event
came from Aaron Combs, assistant director for
intramural sports and special events, whose
graduate school played Battleship at Western
Illinois University.
Combs never lost memory of Battleship.

When he became a part of JMU in 2008, he
brought the event with him, and it’s been growing ever since.
Each team is issued a standardized canoe from
UREC, all of which are the same size. The team
members bring their own inspected bucket and
shield to sink others while trying to remain afloat.
“You are not allowed to touch another team,”
Tumelty said. “If you do have some sort of penalty,
there is a five-second idle period that is assessed
by the officials that we have there … you can’t
throw any water at anybody, you can’t even protect your boat.”
Other banned activities include creating alliances between teams and removing water from
one’s vessel.
The integrity of the event is important, but it’s
still all about the fun.
“We kind of encourage [teams] to dress up,
so they can be creative with costumes, and their
bucket and their shield,” Tumelty said. “They have
their own identity in there, and I think that everybody gets really excited. We have music playing.
We have an announcer … We try to find the most
enthusiastic, outgoing people to help, because
that gets the people going as well, and the participants take it from there.”
As the adrenaline starts to flow through the sailors’ bodies, the battle zone just gets louder.
“As they get into it, once they see the event start
up and how other teams’ the energy they’re bringing, I definitely think that they more riled up and
excited and get ready to sink their opponents,”
Hannah Houston, graduate assistant for aquatics
and safety, said.

While heart and brawn contributes heavily,
intellect isn’t forgotten. After all, many of those
who went overboard filled their own ships with
water and even tipped themselves over.
“In years past, there have been several different creative things that people have used,”
Houston said. “Being creative as possible while
maintaining safety as well … we’ve had people
with PVC pipes that use Saran wrap to surround
it.”
Houston and Tumelty both stressed the
importance of communication within the team
and the maintenance of balance. A team of five
sophomores, named Fresh Train, competed and
lost last year. These teammates agree that communication is key.
“Balance, talking to each other,’” Daniel
Corbin, a sophomore chemistry major, said.
However, there is more to strategy than just
communication. The group entered the pool
with a game plan.
“We were a little more defensive at the beginning, and try to keep water out,” sociology major
and member of the Fresh Train Kayla Barker
said.
The other three team members included
chemistry major Perrin Godbold, biotechnology major Grant Rybnicky and kinesiology major
Cary Allsbrook.
“We spent a bunch of time at Home Depot,”
Allsbrook said. “We learned from last year, we
went two rounds last year. Last year, we didn’t
go anywhere to get anything.”
Fresh Train’s second attempt came with
the fruitful knowledge gained from last year’s

unsuccessful experience.
The recruit cup winners were an all-freshman
group of hallmates named Rush Dogwood. They
said they elected to represent Dogwood in this
year’s Battleship tournament rather than rush a
fraternity during their freshman year.
According to John Kellett-Forsyth and Ian
Buchanan, undeclared and a media arts and
design and English double majors respectively, hard work, communication and figuring out
where to balance in the canoe helped them
emerge as victors.
The other team members included Tim
Cannon, a psychology major, Connor Wright,
a political science major, and Cameron Lehmann, a finance major.
While this year’s battleship tournament
brought a new level of competition and ideas,
next year’s has the potential to be even greater.
“We hope everyone is really excited about it,
and we hope that the sixth annual one will be
even bigger than this year,” Houston said.
UREC benefits from hosting the tournament,
as it encourages physical activity while introducing students to the facility.
“It gets people from different areas of campus into our facility and to see what we offer,
because they are not always intramural participants, they are not always people that use
the pool all the time,” Tumelty said. “But they
see this event, it looks really fun, and they get
a chance to participate in it for this one day.”
Contact Andre Haboush at
habousaw@dukes.jmu.edu.

lacrosse

Dukes represented on the national stage
Current JMU player, coach and alumna hold rank on the United States Women’s National Team for lacrosse

By Peter Cagno
The Breeze

Unlike their male counterparts,
female lacrosse players don’t have
a professional league to advance to
when their collegiate careers come
to an end. Lacrosse isn’t played in the
Olympics either.
However, there is the United
States Women’s National Team for
lacrosse, which competes every four
years at the Federation of International Lacrosse (FIL) World Lacrosse
Championship.
And after an invitation-only, threeday tryout this summer at Georgetown
University in Washington, D.C., senior
JMU attacker Stephanie Finley, JMU
assistant coach Emily Garrity and
2007 JMU alumna and returning gold
medalist Kelly (Berger) Rabil were
among the 39 women from across the
country named to the 2014-15 roster
ahead of the 2017 FIL World Cup in
Surrey, England.
“What greater honor could you
possibly imagine? Representing your
country, you take it with you and wear
that honor on your chest everywhere
you go,” Garrity said.
Garrity and Finley are both members of the team for the first time, after
Rabil was selected prior to the 2013
World Cup.
“It’s a dream come true,” Finley
said. “It has been my dream since I

was a little kid.”
Eighty-four of the best lacrosse
players from around the country
competed for a spot on the roster.
JMU’s three representatives makes it
the fourth most among the 16 schools
represented — behind Syracuse
University, the University of North
Carolina Chapel Hill and the University of Maryland respectively.
“Being able to represent our school
together is an incredible feeling,”
Rabil said.
When it comes to the play, fundamentals are fundamentals and goals
are goals, no matter what level. But
when it comes to the pace of the game,
international play trumps all others.
“The pace of the game going from
high school to college increases so
much, but international play is that
much faster,” Finely said.
The roster will ultimately be cut
down to 19 players for competition
at the World Cup, and is made up of
women ages 19 to 30. Younger players have the opportunity to look to the
veterans for guidance.
One thing Finley noted was the way
the more experienced players reacted
after something didn’t go their way.
“You watch them bounce back and
be resilient after making a mistake —
that really stuck with me,” Finley said.
With the next World Cup still two
years away, Finely and Garrity look to
use their experience to help the Dukes

on the home front. They explained
that it’s more than just fundamentals
and strategies learned with Team USA
that can help the Dukes succeed.
“It’s just a whole new level,” Garrity
said. “It’s not the little things, but it’s
the philosophy from coaches at the
higher level.”
Before joining JMU’s staff in 2014,
Garrity was a 2013 national champion at UNC Chapel Hill, and is eager
to continue to learn from the best
coaches in the country and use that
knowledge to have an impact at JMU.
“At Team USA it’s about pride and
giving it your all every time you’re
on the field,” Garrity said. “That’s the
attitude I try to bring back [to JMU] to
help the team.”
Rabil, Finely and Garrity all agree
that although the ultimate goal is a
gold medal, the value of the experience with Team USA can’t compare
to anything else.
“I hope that we’re all successful,”
Rabil said. “I hope we all gain knowledge from the experience. I’ve been
able to learn a lot from my time with
the team. That’s what matters at the
end of the day — what we can gain
from the experience.”
Team USA will next meet back at
Georgetown for a training weekend
Aug. 1 to 3.
Contact Peter Cagno at
cagnopx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Senior Stephanie Finley earned one of the 39 spots on the national team roster.
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Dukes claim 4th Red Bull Rivals event
JMU claimed its third event title at Massanutten Resort for the fourth
annual Red Bull Rivals ski and snowboard competition on Saturday night.
The Dukes beat out second-place Virginia Tech, third-place University
of Virginia and fourth-place Virginia Commonwealth University.
The event included two 30-minute jam sessions, with participants judged
on creativity, style, difficulty and feature variety of their runs. JMU racked
up 256 points, Virginia Tech had 219, U.Va. had 195 and VCU had 179.
The scores from the individual runs were added up to decide the team
scores.
There were 40 total participants this year, with 10 riders per school.
Virginia Tech won last year’s event over JMU and U.Va.
>> More photos online at breezejmu.org

Photos by Lauren gordon and danielle Epifanio / THE BREEZE

proffitt & Fraser |

Double Take

What’s up with the NCAA this time?
Timing of Syracuse’s sanctions too convenient

Wrong people have to pay for mistakes of the past
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

Fraser and I will take a chance and call
out the NCAA in this week’s Double Take. To
cut it short and sweet, yes — schools should
be able to sanction themselves, despite what
many think.
However, there are a few items to converse over on this topic. While the violations
occurred years prior to the sanctions being
handed down, it’s inevitable that current players pay
for past mistakes with the
current system.
I’ll take a leap of faith
and say that, ideally, there
should be no NCAA. I think
Fraser would echo this.
While I think regulation
needs to happen among college athletics, it
has gotten out of control.
Syracuse University has every right to
attempt to fix what’s wrong with its program.
I don’t want to be the literal guy here, but we
were asked whether or not it should be allowed
to do so. It should. I like that better than the
NCAA handling it. They base many of their
punitive decisions on other instances that bear
no resemblance.
The gray area that I don’t fully agree with
here is that Syracuse decided such actions
midway through this season. When I heard
the news, it mirrored some type of NBA lottery tanking scheme. “Your team is not having

the best season, let’s ban them from the postseason to preserve the success of our future.”
I completely understand the gripe some may
have with this. In order to better this, allow
schools to self-regulate, but make them do so
in a timely manner, not some mid-season bailout. It smells like Congress around these parts.
In the midst of a mediocre season, current Orangemen will pay for others’ mistakes
by not participating in postseason play. On a
more local level, the Colonial Athletic Association saw something similar in its spring sports
when George Mason University, Virginia
Commonwealth University and Old Dominion University decided to change conferences.
Players on those teams were kept out of postseason competition to comply with league
bylaws.
What really needs to be discussed here is
why these sanctions, whether by the NCAA or
by a school, harm the success of innocent players. All the while, a coach, such as Jim Boeheim
sits pretty, despite probable knowledge of
infractions which took place nearly a decade
ago. Schools protect coaches more than they
should while using players as scapegoats.
I’ll agree that these players are being
used as scapegoats, but what’s to fix it?
Syracuse got part of this problem right
by acting upon its own integrity. It sentenced the wrong suspects, though. The
cold case of NCAA morality thus continues.
Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.

By Ryan Fraser
The Breeze

Two weeks in a row with no NFL stories … I
think Stephen hasn’t stopped smiling. I still have
yet to see the man, and am making the public
plea right now for him to grab lunch with me
soon.
Anyway, this week we’re talking about a
complete joke of a sporting system. No — not
the Browns or the Knicks, but the NCAA. The
Syracuse University men’s
basketball team has placed
a self-imposed postseason
ban on itself, meaning no
Atlantic Coast Conference
tournament, National Invitation Tournament and no Big
Dance. This all in response to
academic violations ranging
from 2007 to 2012, with the
team emphatically saying no current players
were involved.
While most would praise for the Orange for
their “proactiveness” and “integrity,” there’s just
one problem. They’re terrible this year (by their
standards), sitting at 15-8 overall and 5-4 in the
ACC. Joe Lunardi, an esteemed bracketologist on
ESPN, said the Orange was a long shot to make
the NCAA tournament anyway. So it’s basically
a, “Hey look at us, we did the right thing.”
Yeah, OK, you’re telling me that if Syracuse
was 20-3 and not 15-8 they’d be doing this?
This is all for the school and the NCAA to save
face.

I mean, why now? You’re telling me it took
three years to figure this out? Sorry if I’m a little
skeptical. Before we get into a broken system, I’ll
first say I’m not against the punishment itself,
just the timing. If they’re guilty they should serve
the time — but this is too convenient.
Now, here comes my biggest gripe: Why is a
postseason ban a punishment? Yes, Syracuse
was probably not going to make the tourney, but
what if they went on some magical run, won the
ACC tournament and found themselves steaming hot? What this basically says to the players is,
“You’re not that good so we won’t try to embarrass ourselves in postseason play.”
Also, why is it that whenever a school faces
bans it’s the current players paying for the sins
of the past? Usually players are given the option
to transfer (the University of Southern California
and Pennsylvania State University for instance)
but I mean nobody wants to uproot their lives
to just play a game. These players are family and
so is their school, so why aren’t we punishing
the schools more? Make them pay hefty fines,
reduce their scholarships — hurt the school not
the players.
But all in all, hats off to you, NCAA and Syracuse, as you manage to dodge a bullet and claim
self-righteousness at the same time. Maybe next
time we can dole out some serious punishment,
say violators have to watch reruns of the Philadelphia 76ers season until they cry? OK, maybe
that’s too cruel, but we have to start somewhere.
Contact Ryan Fraser at
fraserrc@dukes.jmu.edu.

haley | To be inducted on Aug. 8
from front

Breeze File Photo

After a standout career at JMU, posting 506 career tackles, Charles Haley won five Super Bowls.

athlete who accepted challenges [and], responsibilities and he was extremely hardworking. You
could count on him to go really hard. He encouraged his teammates on the field and off the field.”
When the time came for Haley to play professional football at the end of his college career, it
was an easy choice for him.
“My family didn’t have any money so when the
opportunity came to empower my brothers, my
mom and dad, I took advantage of that,” Haley
said.
Haley loved the competition in the NFL.
“It was the thrill of beating the guy in front of
you, and the thrill of success,” Haley said. “The
biggest thing was the prize to win the Super Bowl
and climbing that mountain was the most important thing to me.”
Looking back, Haley cherishes his path to playing professional football.
“I never thought I’d be leaving Gladys, Virginia,
to go to James Madison University,” Haley said. “I
didn’t believe I could do that. I was blessed to go
to the NFL where I had a lot of success because I
worked hard and that work ethic came from my
fans and they challenged me everyday.”
Super Bowl XXIII in 1989 and XXX in 1996 will
always be fond memories in Haley’s heart.
Super Bowl XXIII was Haley’s first time in the
championship. In the season of Super Bowl XXX,
Haley underwent back surgery. He returned to the
field just two weeks after the operation to help
the Dallas Cowboys defeat the Pittsburgh Steelers.
“He [Haley] has taught me a lot about if you
want something you go for it,” Brianna said. “I’ve

learned the importance of not letting down others
because if you say you’re going to do something,
you do it. My word is my everything. That’s something I’ve seen in his life and I want it to be part of
how I live mine. I’m trying to maintain that mentality of being accountable.”
Haley’s inspirations come from his mom,
McMillin and former 49ers head coach Bill Walsh,
a 1993 Hall of Famer.
“He [McMillin] has done so much for me and I
am blessed to have him,” Haley said. “He helped
me become a man early, to be an athlete and
helped me graduate. An education was more
important to him than football and he stressed
that. I thank him for that.”
As for the JMU football program moving forward, Haley’s honor does a lot for current and
future Dukes.
“This makes athletes aware of the fact that if
they are good enough they will have the opportunity to do well at JMU,” McMillin said. “They have
just as good a chance to make it in the NFL as they
would in a higher level program.”
Haley can offer his own bit of advice to current
Dukes with dreams of playing on Sundays.
“First thing should be getting an education
and second to be determined,” Haley said. “Be
accountable and do the little things. The big things
aren’t what kills you, it’s the little things. Be very
detailed and very intimate in everything that you
do.”
Haley and the rest of the Hall of Fame Class of
2015 will be enshrined on Aug. 8 in Canton, Ohio.
Contact Gina Jelliff at
jellifgk@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Harrisonburg
INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993

Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/
Vegetarian Indian
Cuisine

Your home away from home, just one click away!
visit http://liveinhburg.com
for more information

(540) 433 - 1177

Tech Support Inc.
Crack Screen & Computer Repair

540.435.1170
iPhone 5s/5c
iPhone 5
iPhone 4/4s
Virus Removal
Laptop Repair
Mac Repair

$100
$90
$60
$100

▬►
10% DISCOUNT FOR JMU STUDENTS
Hours

Mon-Sat 10am-8pm
Sun
Appointment Only

www.agiletechsupport.com
117A South Carlton Street
Harrisonburg, Va 22801

L’ltalia
RESTAURANT & BAR

540.433.0961
815 E. Market St.

(across from Sheetz)
litalia-restaurant.com

5%

OFF LUNCH
1 Coupon per table

or

10%
OFF DINNER

Alcohol not included

Cannot be combined with any other offer or certificate

Bring this coupon to get your discount!

FIRST THURSDAY OF

E V E RY M O N T H

SPECIAL
$49 per couple includes:
4 course meal and
a bottle of your choice of
red or white wine
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First 10 leases signed get a waived

Application fee &
Activity fee
Two bedroom units only

410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 438-0401

$129
Value
harrisonburg@cbeech.com

